Reality Check
Rah 2010-06-12

A building conditions report should say “replace everything”.
A feasibility report should say, “with time and money, anything is possible”.
We already know that, sowe need to adjust to the reality of the situation.
To determine if this is indeed the money pit you’ve been looking for.
I didn’t feel a traditional conditions or feasibility report format worked well for the needs at hand so
I mostly did this as a stream of thought. Action items are highlighted, italics are contract / purchase
issues. I also didn’t edit it down, and it’s rather wordy. I’d think not pass this on the broker or seller
without editing. It points out positives, not just negatives, along with rumors and illustrative
experiences in similar situations

Property: Let’s start with this most unique feature of the house.
I did this as pluses and minuses, seemed to work for this section.
Plus:
1. Long way from houses by main road.
2. Pond between houses at main road and house. A major reconstruction of the pond could also
be the ideal place to place the loop of a ground source heat pump, assuming you can dig it
down a good 8 to 10 feet (it could silt up after loop placement), and that it’ll hold at least 6
feet of water all year. Which is what you’ll want for fish anyway. You can do fish with as
little as five feet, but that has to be YEAR ROUND, and unless it’s a paved pool, it’s pretty
hard to ensure a set depth year round. It’ll take a few years of measured observation to
determine flow rates, seasonal water levels, and what will then be feasible for the pond.
Obviously it can be some kind of water feature, we just can’t tell how “big” a water feature is
feasible. It would be useful to know where and how this pond drains, presumably into a
culvert of some sort to it’s north end. The surveyor could provide this, along with pictures
of it, or you can hunt it out yourself. Please don’t mess with it, it’s possible to get stuck in
these things at an akward angle, you become a plug, you can’t get above the rising water,
and…...
3. Backs on state land (which being in the watershed means it’s forever wild, will never be
logged, though, recreational use is allowed. It seems unlikely any heavy recreational use
would occur.
4. There’s a pond, and the potential for a nice pond.
5. The lot appears to encompass both sides of the pond. It is advisable to have a surveyor stake
out the property, taking photos of all stake locations. Where adjacent to land owned and
actively maintained by a neighbor, ie, mowed lawn, trimmed bushes, paving, dirt path or
road, it might be advisable to confirm verbally with landowner that lot line appears to be
where they thought it was.
6. Off main road.
7. Spring. The plot plan indicated a spring on one of the adjacent neighbors properties feeding
into the property and probably main house. This could be of value to you for “pump free”
irrigation, and at the least, not “wasting” water from the aquifer on irrigation. In extreme
situations, over pumping a well can lead not just to temporary lack of water for the house, but

also dirty water, and even filling of the well with sand and mud little by little each time it’s
over pumped. Landowners have the responsibility to maintain water flowing through their
property in as much as the discharge point must remain unchanged and in a manner that will
not negatively impact the down hill landowner. However, they are not usually responsible
for maintaining flow, ie, they can use the water, and leave you little, or none.
8. Large field to the south of the property has adequate area for a ground loop of a ground
source heat pump, that might be considered in the future for heating and cooling, after
insulating and sealing the house. It is very efficient, but the upfront costs become
prohibitively high unless heat loss is first minimized. Be aware, the excavation will be AT
LEAST the same area as the house (both floors), and five feet deep, while perfectly feasible,
it will be shocking. If you wish to pursue this, any use of the south of the lot should
accommodate this future work.
9. Spring. The plot plan indicated a spring on one of the adjacent neighbors properties feeding
into the property and probably main house. This could be of value to you for “pump free”
irrigation, and at the least, not “wasting” water from the aquifer on irrigation. In extreme
situations, over pumping a well can lead not just to temporary lack of water for the house, but
also dirty water, and even filling of the well with sand and mud little by little each time it’s
over pumped. Landowners have the responsibility to maintain water flowing through their
property in as much as the discharge point must remain unchanged and in a manner that will
not negatively impact the down hill landowner. However, they are not usually responsible
for maintaining flow, ie, they can use the water, and leave you little, or none.
10. Barn. While we did not investigate the barn, it is standing, even though every door and
window is open. This is actually too small to be a barn. It was either a stable for a couple of
horses and a carriage for the first owners, or added later for cars or other uses. There is an
second floor, which might indicate that this was or was modified for habitation, such as a
driver / handyman or couple also providing housekeeping and even cooking to one of the
owners over the years. Having the structure removed might be the easiest and fastest
solution to it’s condition, and provide an nice area to develop in many ways. However, once
gone, it’s problematic rebuilding, or replacing it. Zoning and code is flexible or non –
existent, and is often dependent on town meetings where essentially your neighbors get to
decide what you can or can’t build. However, as a pre – existing structure, whatever it was
used as is as of right, and even changing use is less of an issue. The town board can and will
over ride neighbors objections is trivial or illogical. Yes, I stopped my neighbor from
building 5 houses on the land above me, on the basis of sewerage run off in the springs (NYC
DEP had approved it, though they reneged on it when I complained), as well as runoff, noise
and car lights from access road. Yes, the guy hates my guts now, I cost him at least a half
million, you’d think he’d have offered me a hundred grand to shut up, but, you know, that’s
not how you get rich. He sold the land to NYC DEP. What might you want to develop this
for, well, a garage is handy in the winter, and a rental for someone that will also watch the
house, or for family, friends, a get away from the main house, storage so you can use your
attic for living and keep your basement empty, which given the dampness is a really good
idea. None the less, for purposes of buying the property, it’s a piece of trash that’s a burden,
not a benefit.
Minus:
1. Two relatively adjacent neighbors. Of course, for a city, they are far away. It’s all relative.

2. One neighbor keeps horses, the horses are kept uphill. It’s possible in addition to wind drift
of horse related smell, it’s possible if there is a mountain above the horse field, even on a still
day as air cools in the evening, it will roll down the mountain, bringing with it, aroma of
horse. On the day of the visit it had been approximately one week since it rained, it had been
in the upper 70’s for several days, it was mostly cloudy, and there was only occasionally an
almost indiscernible odor.
3. Water flows downhill, so water soaking through the horse field might percoloate out on the
property, in a wet area to the south of the lot, or through the basement. It’s unlikely that after
traveling over a hundred feet through soil it would be dangerous. However, a test of
standing or flowing water on the site might be advisable.
4. Ditto water from the septic fields of the two nearby houses, though, given the locations, any
issues from those septic fields is more likely to impact the pond than the house and adjacent
lot. Again, a test of the pond water at each end and in middle might be advisable.
5. Determine if access road is private, which is unlikely, antidotal evidence indicates the road is
plowed in winter by the town. You might want to have the seller state in the contract of
sale that the road is owned and maintained by the town to save you the trouble of doing the
research.
6. The driveways to the nearby neighbors are relatively steep, which might be problematic for
them in the winter. While it should not effect this property if they road park in the winter, it
might restrict area on the road you are planning on using in winter, ie, you’ll need to have a
turn around plowed out on your land instead of turning around on the town road.
7. The lot line for the property runs down the centerline of the road. It is advisable to
determine any “property line” between town road and your property, and how town
maintenance and perhaps ownership / easement on the road effects you. The survey
should be able to determine this, especially if you write it into your contract with the
surveyor. Alternatively, you could ask that a statement regarding this from the seller be
included in the contract. I can only guess that the town has an easement allowing them all
rights of ownership, and that they are fully responsible for the road, drainage, guard rails,
signage, etc. The big question would be how far from the centerline the easement goes. It is
vital that the surveyor mark out this boundry with a continuous line, so your driveway, turn
around, off highway parking, plantings, and planned changes to and use of pond, etc, are not
within or effected by the town easement.
8. Water rights: This is bloody unlikely, but, it’s the weird stuff that really hurts. It’s fairly
obvious the historic water source for the main house was a spring that is now off property
(see section on spring). In the basement, towards the direction of this spring, is a section of
culvert pipe filled with what appears to be fairly fresh water. Over this are two water supply
pipes coming through the wall. These pipes are cross connected and connected to what
appears to be a drilled well to the south of the house. The cross connected pipes are the only
insulated pipes in the basement. While it is possible that someone cross connected the spring
to the well, to provide a back up water source, that is not only weird, and crazy, but really
inadvisable, and unlikely a plumber or well driller would do so. There is a major difference
between well and surface water, oxygen. Well water does not have it in sufficient quantity to
make rusting of the well pipe an issue. Spring water is full of oxygen and will readily fill an
pipe with layers of rust which will make the water un-usable long before the pipe fails.
There are also the organics that would colonize and grow in the well pipe. So, what are all
these pipes and cross connections all about??? Is it possible that the drilled well is feeding

back up the old spring line? What could it be feeding? What could it be feeding that
required insulating the pipes (note the heat is off in the house) so they wouldn’t freeze (yet
we were informed anti freeze was poured in all the house pipes)? It is possible, though so
very unlikely that the drilled well is feeding back via the old spring line to supply the two
adjacent neighbors, who might have also been feeding off the spring. It’s unlikely, but we
don’t know why the property was divided this way, the nearby neighbors could have first
been relations to the owner of the main house, and provided with water so they didn’t have
drill expensive wells. Anything is possible. My house was fed for over 75 years from a
spring on an adjacent property AND it also fed the house down valley from us. None of this
appeared in any of the deeds. See the correlation between the two situations, yours and
mine? Obtain statement from seller stating that there is no cross connection between the
spring and drilled well, and that the drilled well is not providing water off property, AND
insist the seller either identifies the pipes leaving the basement in the direction of the
spring, in writing, in the contract, or installs padlocked valves on these pipes, and you then
padlock them shut. They could be cut, but if they lead out to the barn, maybe you’ll want to
use these some day.
9. You should anticipate road runoff will be directed into the pond. While this is not
necessarily a pollution problem, or will make eating fish from the pond problematic, you
should be aware of the potential. If you are very concerned, perhaps in addition to testing the
pond water, test some bottom mud to see if any problematic substances from the road are
accumulating. Controlling and treating run off, even if not done by the town, should not be
burdensome via work you could have done, such as culvert pipe, recharge basin or run off
ditch, etc.
10. Site water. There is some water on the site towards the south end of the lot, and as the buyer
surmised, this should be drained via a trench or pipe through a small rise into the pond area.
I could go on for days about maintaining drainage ditches, the fall risk they present, the
different ways pipe can clog, and the ultimate danger of getting trapped under water when
trying to clean them, so, pick your poision. It might be advisable, if a bit extreme, to
drain via a 6 inch pipe, and regrade the south of the lot to provide a gradual swale with
the low point centered along and above the pipe, which could provide an “overflow”
drain if the pipe clogs, without creating a dangerously deep pool, and without the
danger and maintanence issues of a drainage ditch. A plus from this work should be
making fill available for raising other areas of the lot well so they remain high and dry year
round. If wet soils extend over a large area, and it is not possible to intercept the infiltrating
water with a perimeter drain it might be necessary to lay several perforated drains to collect
the water for disposal. It is unknown if the water flows year round, so use of it for a year
round water feature cannot be determined. This saturated area would be ideal for the ground
loop of a ground source heat pump, see item in PLUS section. Saturation aids in conduction
of heat from soil to loop.
11. There was one large tree that if it fell might impact the house. It was located off the
southwest corner of the house. Several branches appeared dead. The tree was large,
meaning old, and nothing lasts forever. While not an immediate risk, large tree should be
monitored, and dead limbs removed so they don’t fall on people. Such work is usually
beyond DIY’ers, and I’d certainly advise against it. Such work is usually not inexpensive,
running hundreds of dollars for a single limb, or over a thousand for a day of limb trimming.

Removing the entire tree could also cost over a thousand dollars, or be free if there is good
wood to be had, hard to say.
12. The Property line between this lot and lot of nearby property with horses presents two
potential problems. This property line appears to run down the centerline of the road, and
through an open area bounded by stone retaining walls and the side of the barn. I am going
to guess that at one time the barn included this area, but when the properties were divided,
I’m guessing the barn was truncated, and the open stone walled area left as a parking spot for
the adjacent neighbor. This property line continues along the slope of a hill to state land.
This creates a relatively useless triangle of wooded land with it’s other limit the horse field
atop the hill. There is a spring noted in this triangle, see separate section on the spring. The
parking area can be very problematic, as anything could end up there, up close and personal
to your main entry area. What? Think “old junker or two, bunch of old lawn mowers,
garbage cans that could become a vermin and bear attraction, picnic area with smokey fire
pit, someplace to throw the empties. It would appear the current neighor is unlikely to do
any of this, but, anyone can end up living there. Trust me, anyone. Remember the story I
told you pop was a convicted murderer, the rest of the family and friends cleared out 3 homes
when the people were away before the state police raided them enough to convince them to
move on. As there are two problematic elements in this triangle of land, the “parking pad”
adjacent to the barn, and the spring, it might be advisable to obtain this land from the
adjacent neighbor to rationalize the property line. A rational property line that would
eliminate these potential problem issues might run a few feet uphill of the retaining wall
towards the neighbors house through a point a few feet uphill of the spring, and
continuing to state land. While making the sale contingent on the seller obtaining this sliver
of land might be extreme, you may wish to “incentiveize” the broker by offering to give her a
lump sum, perhaps $5,000, for her to use to obtain the land with any remainder to become
her fee for doing so. If the neighbor does indeed use the “parking pad”, perhaps in winter,
then the sale could include a rent back for a stipend. This would allow the neighbors
continued use, and your control over what happens so close to your house. Win – Win.

Floors
Seem in good condition with the exception of some warped and lifted wood around some radiators.
All visible flooring on the first and second floors appeared to be thin strip wood flooring suitable for
sanding. You might want to take a rag and some water with you next time and clean up a piece of
floor in each room to see more what it would look like sanded and coated.
Carpeting, was there any? Remove along with padding, I’d assume the range of dust, mold,
animal dander, etc. can only be problematic.
I doubt the lineolum would survive rolling, but if it can be moved and you want to keep it a while
longer as a curiosity, you could use it in the attic, it would tend to cut drafts a tiny bit, and keep any
little drip from instantly penetrating to the second floor ceilings. It would also cut dust in the attic,
and make cleaning up there easier. Until you’re ready to replace the linoleum might as well
leave it. Cheapest flooing is carpet on foam pad, it can be really cheap and you could plan on
just chucking it in 5 yrs after maybe the worst of the restoration is over.

The attic floor is tounge and groove, fairly wide thick planks, might clean up good. An annoying
amount has been ripped up from an abortive insulation attempt, and from some electrical work done
many a decade ago. However, not so much you shouldn’t fix it and save the existing t and g
flooring. It’s also helping hold the house together, really, makes a nice solid diaphragm that resist
twisting, wind loads, etc.. Also water resistant to damage, unlike plywood, and other modern
flooring materials. Don’t bother trying to insulate between the attic floor joists, just too hard
and expensive for what you’ll gain. By the way, if you don’t want them, I’ll take the old sacks of
insulation stacked in the S end of the attic, not to use, just for historical value.

Walls and ceilings.
Plaster and lath. In good condition – considering the age, though the ceiling shows signs of sagging,
some holes, and at least one area where the plaster fell off the lath. Plaster of this age usually didn’t
have asbestos fiber reinforcing, they used horse hair. You might want to have it tested. Paint
almost always contained lead, you can have tested for curiosity’s sake, but I’d assume lead. This
makes sanding painted surfaces a bit problematic, but be neat, use disposable (ie the thin and
cheap plastic tarps), keep dust from drifting, use a HEPA mask, and a HEPA vacuum to clean,
and you should probably do all this anyway, and you’re ok. Just touching lead paint isn’t a
problem, you have to ingest it, usually by EATING chips, a lot of chips. Casual exposure to dust,
well, breathing in the dust, you’d choke before the lead became a problem. On the ceilings too.
Many of the walls are covered with wall papers and panels. This was often done when crazing in the
plaster made painting problematic. Of course, lots of people just plain liked it too. It is very
possible all plaster is unsuitable for painting due to crazing and cracking. If walls and ceilings are
worked on to put in elec / plumbing, cracking and loosening of plaster and lath is likely. This could
even happen just spraying and scraping the wall paper off. Once you start removing loose plaster, it
can be hard to find a “firm” spot to stop. If you hire out elec, plumbing, or other work, and you
pretty much have to, lots of other more fun work for any DIY you want to do, then those workers
will use hammers to smash holes and pull and pry lath out, sawzalls to slash holes (which cause
ENORMOUS vibration damage), and in short order, you can loose half a wall to a couple of light
switches and an outlet. You can hire someone to make holes carefully without power tools, at a
cost, you can do it yourself. Of course you need cooperative plumbers and electricians, and they will
no doubt charge more for the additional time it will take. Yes, even if you make the holes, it’s faster
for them to smash and slash in huge holes which will allow them to run their work fastest, and if you
miss a hole, like, who put in an extra stud there?????, then they’ll need to carefully make a hole at it,
notch it, etc.. Hence, my tendency to do the work, have the work done, and patch the mess
roughly, then layer gypsum board over the wall. Bonus if you GB over the walls, more sound
deadening You can special order thin GB, I thing ¼ inch even, but you’ll still need new base
moldings as the GB will project out over the existing base moldings. A wall or ceiling that is
salvageable, that you want to paint, or even paper, should probably be treated with fiberglass
reinforcing, like “tape” used in spackling GB, very wide, 3 feet or more, the whole wall, and
then the wall skim coated with a fiber reinforced plaster or dry wall compound. Plastic wall
papers and paneling can be applied safely to the existing plaster walls. .
There is also a good deal of what appears to be old office partition systems consisting of vertical
beaded wood, which I bet would look great naturally finished, don’t, too hard to strip, and glass,

which was replaced with thin wood panels. Mom and sis say it’s likely to have been made at the old
furniture factory that was the reason Chichester existed. It’s old hulk was torn town a few years ago.
Big field opposite the post office in town. At any rate, probably installed when house was turned
into rooming house, to create more bedrooms and suites. Should probably be removed. Perhaps it
could be used to divide / panel the walls of the barn if it comes out easily in panels.

Doors
I don’t remember any problems, sticking, etc. Any keys for locks are long gone though. They look
short, if you need new doors, you may need to special order or get SOLID wood, more costly,
ie, solid stave wood doors, not ‘solid” particle board or wafer board, which has a lot of voids in from
the edges. You could then cut the solid core stave wood doors to fit. Door hanging isn’t terribly
easy, so if your short on time with a lot of other DIY work, this is good to sub out.

Windows
Seemed not to leak, water at least. There are exterior fixed storms, which I suspect are rather hard to
operate, and any screens, were there any, would be fragile and easily punctured / ripped. We used to
have the, all the rage when they came out. Worked great too. The good news, heat loss wise, the
windows are the LAST problem to fix. Highly ineffective cost wise, especially hi tech specially
treated ones. Also, replacement windows will go inside the existing openings and the window
frames will make the window lights smaller, and these windows are generally on the small size now.
You’ll want to install, or have installed, good gaskets around the sashes, which could take
hours to discuss right there. Ensure the fixed storms are caulked to the building, and that all
the sashes in the storms are glazed and caulked if applicable. If there are screen panels for the
storms, you’ll probably want / need to replace insect screen with modern plastic screening.
This should be doable, it’s probably held in with a fairly standard strip of round rubber / plastic
gasket. A doable DIY job if you want, as they fail, etc.. If there are not screens, you’ll want to buy
or make ones to fit inside the regular windows when they are open.

Trims
Minimal and simple with exception of dining room, probably the living room, might be under the
current facing material, and second floor room finished with beaded wood, the proposed “office” on
the south side of the house. I’m guessing the stair hall will have something too.

Shingles – Roofs – Flashings – Gutters
Shingles appear in good condition. Flashings are not visible (these would be going between
chimney and under the siding, from shingle roofs up under siding. It is unknown, but unlikely that
ice and water shield, a self sealing waterproof membrane, has been used at eaves, where ice daming
will almost certainly occur, potentially forcing water back up in between layers of shingles and / or
through nail holes, etc.
Ice daming is when snow melting and refreezing can backup water up the roof, where it can for
instance enter at junctions between roof and sidewall, between layers of shingles, etc.. Shoveling
the roofs periodically can alleviate or eliminate the problem until it can be addressed. For

flashings, there are also flexible adhesive membranes, even white, that would substantially
solve the problem. There is no retrofit solutions to ice dams, though electric defrosting lines do
help, at substantial cost.
The gutters need cleaning. Leaders should be checked and cleared, and extensions run at least
3 feet from the house to areas that will continue draining away from the house, if necessary
run into 3 inch pvc on or buried in ground, with cleanouts are turns. If aesthetics aren’t an
issue, replacing leaders with 3 inch pvc and cutting larger drains from the gutter bottom will ensure
leaves, etc. won’t clog the gutter drains. I find gutter screens problematic, leave and especially
needles lodge in the screening, removing it and replacing it damages it, and when ice forms in the
gutter, ice dams form, when chopped off, the gutter screen is likely to go with it.

Attic – Roof Decking – Roof framing – Attic Use
Attic roof framing is old growth 3 x 6, there is a similar ridge beam, which is undersized, however
this was compensated for by breaking the span up with posts. No sagging or splitting was seen. No
water penetration was observed.
The center portion of the attic end to end can be used as habitable space.
To get a useable amount of space, knee walls to either side of the attic will need to be four feet tall.
This creates areas of insufficient head room. Design and layout of furniture should allow for this
and minimize the likelihood of people standing where there is insufficient head room. NO
suspended lights or exposed framing should be used anywhere in the attic, it should be smooth
gypsum board tight to the ceiling. You may wish to consider high density fiberglass panels
covered with fabric velcroed to the gypsum board to provide protective padding (and some
additional insulation)
The posts helping support the small ridge beam are problematic to the reuse of the attic as habitable
space. At the least you may have walls put in where some posts could be located, and any “long”
sections of ridge beam then sistered for stability. If you want a totally open attic, which I suspect
would look cool, then the ridge can be sistered, reinforced, and rafters every 8 to 10 feet
doubled or tripled to run loads to outside walls. Consult engineer to ensure horizontal component
of load transfer will not “push” outer building walls out.
If the attic is used for habitable space, then the primary insulation will need to be between the 6 inch
rafters. As this is insufficient depth for fiberglass insulation, cellulose, etc, and since it it directly
under the roof membrane, and likely to receive some water at some time, foam should be used.
Ideally, between the rafters, a GC can apply spray foam, though you can DIY foam sheets
“glued” in place with bottled spray foam sealing all gaps. This will also provide and air and
vapor barrier. This would provide approximately R30 net, and maybe R20 after allowing for
thermal bridging through the rafters. If additional insulation is desired, and R30 is the
current standard for a well insulated new house in this climate, then when the roof is replaced,
foam insulated panels, either nail base or structural sandwich panels with wood facings can be
installed on the roof, adding an additional R-10 to R-20 and eliminating thermal bridging
through the rafters.

Foundation, perimeter:
Are substantially sound, with the exception of the SE and South basement walls, and an area around
two pipes going through the basement wall to the E under the kitchen, probably related to the spring

that originally fed the house, which are damaged, collapsing or missing. Water is entering through
the wall at all major breaches. This appears to not be affecting building stability as most of the
missing wall is around an unexcavated area to the SE. It is likely that the sill plate will need
mortaring to the wall top to ensure a good air seal, if possible, a termite shield should be
incorporated at this point. I would be surprised is spot pointing was not needed throughout.
Obviously the missing walls need replacing, and soil backfilled until level with existing.
Concrete block is suitable and easy to set, even for a DIY, though it’s messy uncomfortable
work in the basement. Set at least one foot below slab level, if there is a slab, or 18 inches below
soil level, fill cores solid with gravel mix, set 3 foot min rebar in each core, wire to next rebar, use
ladder reinforcing ever course, extend wall to underside of joists. Install solid 2 x blocking over
entire length of walls, use continuous caulk all sides of blocking for air tight seal. Install termite
shield between wall and joists / blocking, and mortar / caulk to bottom of joists. Leave access holes
to crawl space beyond, frame with pressure treated wood, cover with min. ½ inch plywood. It
probably isn’t worth insulating the outside of the new walls, as the bulk of the foundation will
remain un-insulated.

Foundations, interior
Are substantially sound.

Basement - Boiler Room
Simple stuff first.
All basement doors are in very poor to horrible condition. Replace with new ASAP. Doors to
boiler room should be metal, due to water, install stone sills at least one inch, preferably two inches
high, with ½ inch spaced between sill and door. Close gap with flexible weather strip. Install
separate air intake pipe to outside for furnace, cast iron is preferred. Consult with HVAC
contractor, or have contractor install so properly sized, otherwise you can back draft the furnace
exhaust into the house. Install gravity damper to prevent cold air from entering unless furnace is
drawing air. Alternatively, run intake one inch into bucket, really, it mostly works. Monitor
temperatures, perhaps with a remote sensing thermoter in the kitchen with lead down through hole in
floor. If temperatures in boiler room drop below 40 degrees, have HVAC contractor install
one or more ceiling mounted radiators (on the ceiling there is very little chance of them
freezing, ever). All other doors should be wood fire rated one hour doors. Exterior door
should be sold as an outside door, metal clad wood or insualated is advised. There are two
exterior doors, one to the area under the porch, which needs a new concrete saddle dug and pored,
the other into the building basement proper. Keep doors shut when not using rooms.
Bigger issue.
Water is evident in all rooms. While sealing and replacing outside walls should help, I’d be it
won’t cure the water problem. Figure on installing perforated drain pipe trenched into soil
floors. Where floor is concrete, it might be necessary to chop grooves in it to direct water to
drains, that might need to be chopped into the slabs and run to the perforated drains. Run
drain out under door to porch, then under door to outside. Run at least one foot under ground, 2
wouldn’t hurt. Run to hill to pond. Close end of drain with ¼ inch galvanized hardware cloth
tightly wired to pipe. You can “hide” the pipe with large loose rocks, just remember to clean them
out every few years. Install clean outs at turns in pipes. Where floor is soil, see if drains dry them

up, or if flooring is required. Minimally, gravel helps, concrete pavers alone, or on gravel, and
finally, concrete slab min 3 inches with woven wire mesh, alone or on gravel.
Plan on installing water resistant “green board” GB to fireproof underside for floor after
cleaning up / replacing all wiring and piping. Two layers 5/8 inch fire code X type. Stagger
joints. Tape and spackle joints in each layer, though this can be pretty rough. In the boiler room,
clean up as much as you can now, and install similar GB ceiling ASAP. Apply to any wood
framed walls also. Fireproofing a furnace room is pretty basic, if it’s not (double ck) then I feel
it’s a legitmate reason for lower bid price.

Slate ceiling basement
I can only guess this was the “furnace” or “boiler room” and the 3 inch slate in steel frame was an
early fireproofing. It might be advisable to install additional steel screw jacks, or pipe columns at
framing intersections until it can be determined if steel is sound. Mortar cracks between slates and
slates and steel, or at the very least fill cracks with cans of spray fireproofing foam to make them
airtight, bug tight, etc..

Heating system
See above for boiler room. Heating system is oil fired steam, with some evidence of leaks
damaging floors. Other damage can also be assumed, but not visible. Steam is difficult to “moth
ball” when turning off heat to the building for the winter. Turning off heat to the building should
only be done if it will remain vacant at least two months in freezing weather. You need to hire an
HVAC and plumbing contractor to do the work, and reactivate, unless you have the skills, and feel
lucky. It is vital to have the heating system tested in your presence prior to purchase, or discount
the purchase price by at least $10,000 to allow for new boiler and minimal repairs to distribution.
On the side of the boiler are service notes, being installed in 1997, and last serviced May 2010, when
it was probably disabled and shut down. Being a relatively new furnace, it is probably fairly
efficient, in the 80% range. Maximum efficiency of modern systems is in the 85% range. You may
wish to have the seller verify that no asbestos insulation remains on any heating piping, I didn’t
notice any, but didn’t look for that in the maze of piping in the basement. Distribution may be
inefficient, but, since all heat remains in the building, all heat lost in piping will remain as heat in the
building. There are two oil tanks in the south basement, approx. 300 gallons each. They appear
fairly new. I saw no oil sheen in the water ponding in this room. I don’t know where the oil fill
pipe is, but if it isn’t, it needs to be run through the basement at the ceiling to rise as close to
the road as possible. It will by your responsibility to shovel a path to the fill wherever it is, so
the closer to the road, the better. You may wish to consult with your oil provider as to
location. Locate at least 3 feet above ground to clear snow. Put concrete pavers or concrete pad
under to catch spilt oil and allow it to evaporate instead of seeping into ground. Thermostatic
control is unknown. Distribution is via small steam radiators. I would expect uneven heating. I
would expect system to have to run very hot to heat house with limited observed radiators, this is
usually less efficient than running at low temps, though, with a steam system, this is less noticeable
than in hydronic or air systems. If additional heating is desired, fan powered fan coil units could
be added to the first floor, where hot air from them can easily drift through the whole floor.

This will also heat the second floor as it rises. Try to minimize expenses on heating system as
you’ll no doubt wish to replace it.

Plumbing system
Can only be described as chaotic. Every material or every age is observed. Ad hoc repairs has
created a system that might actually defy logic. There is no reason to suspect any of the plumbing
system will ultimately be left after the renovations. I would suggest all new work be devoted to
building out the new system, even though initially this will probably cost more. Any work to the
existing system is money down the drain.
Anti Freeze was reported to have been used in the piping system. The seller should state in
writing in the contract exactly what kind of anti freeze was used, and it’s health related effects.
Ideally the seller should flush the system for a day or so, and then take water samples from
each tap, and have them analyzed to ensure no antifreeze is left in the system. Of course, if they
poured cheap vodka into the pipes, I ‘d guess you could just flush the system. You should insist the
entire supply and drain system be activated, and test every faucet and drain, hot and cold, and
drink the water, if you’re not comfy doing that now, you won’t be latter.
We talked about the sewer / septic system, where it is likely to be, and it’s condition, and that
DEP will test and replace it for free. You might want to call and ask if they’ll at least look before
you buy and see if they have a problem locating the septic in the field to the south (it’s we,
remember). If you’re lucky, they’ll say it’s wet, but they’d run pipe on the surface, then bury under
3 feet of dry fill, and you’ll have your wet spot taken care of. To allow possible use for the loop of a
ground source heat pump, you’d want the septic in a corner of the field. DEP won’t want it close the
house, the well is right near the house, or near the drop off to the pond, which means probably the
far SE corner, or into the base of the hill behind you. Just a guess, tell me if I was right when it
happens. DEP will do everything outside the house, you’d need to have a plumber run the sanitary,
probably the main drain is right over those pipes exiting the the basement to the east, and that would
need to be rerun out through the E wall to tie into the DEP line. Try to think of future plans, you
might want to have that DEP tie in someplace else along the east wall.

Electrical system
Luckily appears to be fed by BX cable, a relatively modern cabling. This was observed in the
basement at the circuit panel and in the attic. I would still assume some old asbestos clad wiring in
the walls and ceilings, which is fragile if bent and can often crack and cause a short. I lost a half
dozen devices last year on an old circuit that no doubt some vermin ate the insulation off of. $2,000
later they were fixed with exposed wire mold, along with a half dozen new outlets I had installed.
Like the plumbing system there is no reason to suspect any of the electrical system will ultimately be
left after the renovations. I would suggest all new work be devoted to building out the new
system at least from the circuit panel outwards, if not replacing the circuit panel itself now,
even though initially this will probably cost more. Any work to the existing system is money
down the drain. Incoming service wire is insufficient for what you’ll want, and what code requires.
An electrician will need to install a new hooded service pipe to where the utility wires connect to the
building at the NE corner. A new 150 to 200 amp distribution panel with at least 50 circuits is
needed. If possible locate on the first floor, away from basement seepage and dampness. This

would require you to commit to new panel location on the first floor NOW, and live with it forever,
or spend a couple of grand to have it moved a foot, double or triple to move it across the house.
There are few outside lights, you probably want two on each side, switched from the inside, so
you can investigate noises without coming face to face with whatever furry thing is nosing
around. It’s cool in a blizzard at night too! There are wireless control systems that would let you
turn on some or all from your car, so if it’s night, you get light to find the house. I added this to my
place a couple of years ago, big quality of life improvement. Motion sensor lights work sometimes,
sometimes not, and often just keep going on and off as nature waltzes by in all it’s forms, which can
be annoying if you’re trying to sleep.

Cable TV and internet.
Order it as soon as you legally can. You can get a repeater box that will catch your cell phones
and route them through the internet. If being connected is important, then get a land line phone, and
an internet based phone via the cable line. Often both go down, ie, when a car hits “the pole”, but
sometimes one will work when the other won’t.
Anticipate putting HIGH QUALITY, ie, $50 and up surge protectors on all valuable equipment to
prevent surges / low power conditions from frying your electronics. I’d suggest battery backups on
your PC outlets, gas stove (so it lights and can help heat in the event of a power outage), and so you
can plug in some lights, a radio, if the power is out. Outages tend to be more frequent than in the
city, but short. A generator is problematic, requiring running at least twice a year to ensure it works,
they are hard to start in the cold, if battery start, in the cold, the battery can drain before you need it.
However, we’ve used them every couple of years, but we are at the end of the line, and there is a
utility co conflict at the county line. You have power pretty much from both sides of phoneica,
though of course, there’s only one line of poles from Phonecia to you, but a short distance.
Cleaning
Invest in a good self propelled HEPA vacuum with prefilter if possible and without bags, it’s a
lot of house, and you’ll want to keep it clean, there’s a lot of stuff in the floors and walls that
could percolate out during reconstruction., along with a shop vac, with a changeable /
washable filter, if one like that exists, they’ll help enormously. They make HEPA wet / dry shop
vacs, but my feeling is if its that messy, you should be wearing a HEPA rated face mask (they
make a nice disposable one that works well for a few wearings, though, if you’re sick, you don’t
want to reuse a mask, ever, for obvious reasons).
You might consider hiring a house keeper type to clean up before you come if you’ve been away a
couple of months, and especially after you leave when you’ve been working. I spend easily 2 hrs a
day cleaning when I work to prevent excessive spread of dust etc, maybe more. It’ll save you time,
and make the experience more fun if you can be less carefull, and let someone clean up the
inevitibable spread of dust.
Insects
Many homes, and I’m betting all old homes have what can only be called infestations of flys, lady
bugs, spiders, and ants. Flies and lady bugs lay eggs in the walls etc. and they periodically /
seasonally hatch and you all of a sudden have 20 flies banging against a window or buzzing around a

light. There are hanging glue traps, not the old tape type, but nice looking yellow plastic ones,
that of course after a couple of months become quite spotted with insects, but, at least you’ll
know they work. You hang in windows where sunlight will hit them and attract the buggies.
Spiders – just keep after the webs. They do eat other buggies, but seems not worth the ickiness of
having them around. Ants, we eliminated the problem by cementing around the foundation up the
building. Don’t know if that alone did the trick, how far out is necessary, or if it was just the
resulting lack of moisture around the edge of the house was what did it. I vote for the latter. You
could replicate the effect with thin sheets of insulation, tar paper, and cheap concrete pavers, though
for many reasons I’d recommend eventually installing a concrete apron around the house.
Of course, there can be a lot of other bugs, but the good news, roaches are rare, and if you don’t keep
boxes from groceries etc. around, you should be able to avoid them.
Bats eat bugs, hope you find them flying around at dusk. We used to, until someone bought the big
old barn across the street and refurbished it as a house. If you get a bat in the house and don’t have a
tennis racket, try using a sheet as a net. It’s unlikely it’ll survive catching, but you never know.

Vermin
You don’t catch and release, unless you want them back, or like driving them a few miles away.
Best commercial mouse traps, glue traps, though, ICKY! The BEST mousetrap, a pipe about 2 to
three feet tall, a baseplate of some sort, a 6 to 8 foot furring strip, molding, etc., and a slice of
bread with peanut butter on it. Put down baseplate, stand up pipe, arrange furring as ramp to
top of pipe, carefully put bread in bottom of pipe peanut butter side up (thin coat PP). I add a
tiny thin smear of PP at the bottom, middle and top of ramp. Check every month or two and
dump dead mice from baseplate and rebait. DO NOT USE in areas open to outside. Worst case
scenario then is a bear nosing around. Good for basements, attics, and garages (so mice don’t nest in
engines, where they love to eat wire). Bigger vermin, moles, voles, mink, squirrels, well, our cat or
dog gets them, they are infrequent. Close up foundation, doors and windows to under the building,
holes in roof line, etc.. If you get them, a live trap is probably best. Then you can move them a few
miles and release, or do something else. Poison is always a possibility, but bury the remains so
nothing else can get at them. Raccons do love garbage, and make lots of noise.
Garbage
Keep indoors / in garage, in SEALED cans, or if you don’t have a vermin problem, and we don’t,
sealed bags. For a vermin free garage / storage shed, you’ll need a concrete floor, and hole free
structure, including screening over any air vents. Worst case scenarios include doors, cats, raccoons
(really noisy) to bears, which might then “discover” your kitchen, the stash of candy in the car, and
given their less than delicate manuvers, cause quite a bit damage along the way. If you see a bear,
walk backwards slowly, when close to something safe, car or house, get in it. Bears up by us run
from noise, down near town they are more used to people and noise. Bear spray is illegal in NYS,
but effective, and just about as dangerous as a gun if you accidentally spray a human with it, ie,
allergic reaction, respitory passages close up, etc.. However, I have some I picked up in my travels.
Closest I”ve been to a bear, about 75 feet, at night, after I found out the back of “old frozen green
beans” my sister was throwing out from the freezer turned out to be old snacks and ice cream. I left

the bag on the lawn to defrost before adding to the compost pile, the bear got into it at night, and
returned the very next night looking for more, and luckily I was inside, and he ran when I rattled a
garbage can. Bears are VERY smart. I cleaned up the next day, poured gasoline where the bag was
ripped open, and spread used cat litter on the trash trail and left a couple of bags of used litter inside
the forest where the bear had dragged the bag to. You hire someone to pick up trash, at about $3 to
$5 an avg. trash bag, take it to the dump at about $15 per 1,000 lb, car load, etc.. Burning and
burying on property is illegal. You might have whoever mows the lawn, shovels the snow, remove
the trash too. Construction debries – if it’s like plaster, could be buried if you have holes to fill, and
scrap wood burned, as in ye old camp fire, remembering many modern wood products are treated or
contain glues, and old wood, especially in bathrooms, can pick up quite a smell.
Post Office:
You’ll want you mail held there. You’ll need to pay for a box, you don’t get one for free any more,
and they won’t (against the rules) for them to just hold it until you show up. If you are in residence
for a few weeks at a time, you might want to have them deliver, it’s quite a hoot putting mail in the
box, putting the little flag up, and away it goes.

Insulation: I didn’t write a section on this, shame on me.
Is there any??? I doubt it.
Exterior Walls:
1. Blow it in the walls from the outside, which leaves 1 inch dia plastic plugs all over the place.
Don’t remember seeing that. If possible I’d say foam, not cellulose. Foam won’t get wet
from leaks, but foam costs more, and if badly done, pops the siding off. Decisions, decisions.
2. Rip the siding and sheathing off and insulate also doing new wiring while you’re in there.
Then reside. If all you have is siding, something to think of, if you have sheathing, ¾ inch or
inch old growth hemlock or hardwood, you’d be a fool to sacrifice that strength.
3. Add nail base insulation to the outside over the siding, you can still run new electrical. Saves
money of demo, and eliminates thermal bridging at studs, which knocks out like 20% of the
R value. Then reside. You probably need to extend eaves and build out the basement walls,
but you want to insulate both those areas anyway, so you’d want to do that anyway. You can
also blow insulation into the walls. You can even do that like now, to get some insulation in
now, then get most of your insulation value when you put on nail base insulation.
Attic:
1. Discussed in attic.
2. Temporary attic – two layers 9 inch bat paper faced, one face down, one face up. Over
Tyvek brand name house wrap with taped seams, and taped to floor at edges. This can be
reused for knee wall insulation at sides of attic when you get to finishing that off.
Foundation:
1. First off 4 inches of foam on foundation wall under porch, set in concrete at bottom and caulk
or foam to house at top, maybe install membrane flashing at top, maybe fill with concrete

2.

3.

4.

5.

between foam and rough foundation wall. Hmmm, be nice to get a termite shield in there
somewhere.
You’ll want to go around the house as time goes by and cover the rest of the foundation with
2 to 4 inches of foam, then cover that with something, cement board, lath and mortar, stone
face, etc. If you’ll insulate over the siding someday, then stop at the sill plate, if you won’t,
then continue foam up over rim joist. You can make this a discrete water table, or make it
big like I’m doing for planters. By the way, planters might be the best place to grow some
veggies vermin like, like parsely, carrots, beets, parsnips, etc.. Can also be started on porch
and moved out when it gets warmer to get a jump on season.
You might want to also extend an apron of 2 inch foam insulation around the whole house,
along the ground, topped with pavers, gravel, bark (termite / carpenter ant potential with
that). This will keep the ground from freezing against the foundation and making the
basement really cold in the winter, and thus your house.
You might want to think of 1 or 2 inches of foam between the basement and house. Double
edge sword, don’t want the basement too cold. Also, if power is out, furnace fails, etc, the
ground that is normally about 40 under a house in winter will radiate heat up. My place
lasted 3 days at sub 20 degree weather, and never dipped under 40. Then again, the rest of
time, 99.999999999% of the time, I’m heating the dirt under the house. I don’t actually have
the option of insulating between the first and crawl space though, not unless I hire the job out
to midgets or miner. This is an old European idea that is being adopted in the states, even the
US Army up at Fort Drum?? Where the 10th mountain division trains on the N side of the
Adirondacks, really cold up there.
Temporary wall insulation 2nd floor, Owens corning used to make a plastic encased
fiberglass, hence “clean”. “Hang” this along outside walls, and cover with a house wrap or
plastic sheet. I’d go right over the windows, and secure at the top via a furring strip screwed
through to the studs. Weight the bottom with a couple of 2x6’s, you can always use these,
make great garden bed sides! I don’t know what to use the insulation for later, maybe the
second floor of the barn?? Maybe the porch roof, and build some swing down glazing for the
winter, that would make the porch real toasty right through Thanksgiving when the sun was
out and needless to say, help keep the house behind warmer.

Phasing:
What to do first, ekkk..
1. You want to get some enjoyment, not just work.
2. You want to make sure you don’t end up with a 10G heating bill your first winter.
The fun stuff is up to you, you know what you like. Maybe hard work but a long brunch every
Sunday.
1. Hire someone to clean whole house attic to first floor, working around any stuff not yet
thrown out. Vacum everything, I’d say walls too. Mop anything that’s not carpet, constantly
changing water. Wipe down walls and run swiffer??? Is that what it’s called over ceilings.
Damp wipe out all cabinets and clostets. Windex all door handles. Clean all windows
inside. Yes, it’s all going to get dirty, start clean and let someone else do it.

2. Clean up and get a bathroom working, is there just the one downstairs? If so, make one
upstairs operational.
3. Furniture, or at least concrete blocks, hollow core doors and mattresses. One table with
PLENTY of room for everyone that won’t quake like jello when touched. Chairs that won’t
scratch the crap out of the floors, like the cheap plastic ones can.
4. Tin containers for food storage, plastic if tin is too expensive, unless there are some metal
lined closets. Alternatively, steel foot locker, and leave food in that. Keep all food in closed
air tight containers as much as possible.
5. Lights, lots of lights, cool white attracts bugs less. Led lights attract them very little. Get a
bunch of small preferable directional or hooded LED night lights. It’s going to be dark in
there at night, unless you have a street light outside.
6. A few cartons of paper towels.
7. A dozen buckets, a half dozen traditional brooms, designate each for something else, inside,
outside, basement, etc., a few mops with wringers of some sort.
8. A carton of various cleaners
9. A carton of various bug killers, inc. one for wasps nests.
10. Shovel, one round edge, one square edge and largish to scoop up light trash, hoe, rake (for
dirt), lawn rake, 2 smallish, one huge. Weed wacker, I’d say electric, battery B and D makes
a decent one, at least our is. Stay away from chain saws for now. Brush cutter with 2 – 3
foot handles, hand pruning shears – good ones, they work easier.
11. Nearest laundry, though you’re free to use out washer dryer, or maybe if you get a
“housekeeper” they’ll do the sheets and towels etc when you leave.
12. Locks, new ones, I think you have a lot of glass doors, but get locks anyway, surface
mounted deadbolt type if nothing else. Yeah, it’s silly, anyone can break the glass, but at
least make it look like you don’t want anyone breaking in.
13. Extension cords, please only use heavy duty.
14. Fire alarm, if I knew a good one, I’d tell you.
15. Tool kit, full of tools.
16. Tool kit, full of screws and nails
17. Power tool collection – I think I got a Makita set, works for me if you want to try it, you can
ask Ed also what he uses.
18. Window treatments, plastic venetian blinds are I think the cheapest and most reliable
coverings, blinds are such a pain. But by all means, pull down blinds are fine too.
19. Refrigerator
20. Stove
21. Fans, cools you, keeps bugs from landing too!
22. Door to basement under porch, insulate foundation wall under porch.
23. Throw out all the crap in basement, attic and barn, retaining anything that can be used to
stabilize the barn or close up it’s windows, doors, etc. and the odd historical thingy, maybe
you could knock some shelving together in a second floor room for them.
24. Drain system or at least trench the basement to drain. At the door to the porch a trap can be
put in to get the water out, and keep vermin / insects out.
25. Shovel dirt away from oil tanks, and anyplace else it’s just spilling out and creating a mess.
Hopefully shovel back up where it came from.

26. Get a couple of box fans so when you are there and it’s dry out you can blow air in one end
of the basement and out the other?? Is that even possible??? Are there two ends / openings?
I think so. Will do wonders to dry it out.
27. Hire out getting the downstairs bathroom fixed. Now do you do if for good, or just patch for
now. Up to you. For now it’s going to need a shower, so it the final design won’t have a
shower in it, you might want to just patch for now. I’d suggest a shower for now, there
wasn’t a tub in there was there, any size shower for now, prefab plastic is fine. For patching,
close up holes and if you want to tart it up, use peel and stick VCT flooring, and “tile board”
for wainscoting, or you could try hardiboard with a cement wash and a few coats of paint, it’s
a tile backer scored out like tile.
28. Temporary insulation
29. New electric service and panel, run a few circuits in exposed conduit to kitchen area and
bathroom you are using so you won’t blow circuites when micro wave is on, hair dryer, and
you can run a couple of small elec. heaters if you need to.
30. Fix up boiler room
31. Test porch boards and fix.
32. Additional heating first floor ??
33. Insulate foundation wall under porch.
34. You might want to do lexan etc. storm windows on porch so you can use it when it’s colder,
close up outside wall under it too, put in door.
35. Paint entire first floor to perk it up.
36. Now, do you get the final kitchen in now, or go for working on the second floor?
37. On second floor do one bathroom first, then other stuff.
38. 2011 Finalize property design, house design, wall insulation method, etc.
39. 2011 Drain S field via trench
40. 2011 Call DEP Catskills whatever about septic test and replacement.
41. 2011 – 2012 new septic system integrated into final design for ground / heating / cooling
system.
42. 2012 Insulate walls, pellet stove
43. 2012 Second floor, one bathroom and bedroom, continue same yearly until done
44. 2012 Get barn set for parking and secure trash storage
45. 2012 Grounds planting, plant something, it takes years for it to mature, start installing
planting beds, continue with 1 – 2 yearly
46. 2012 Perimeter insulating apron
47. 2012 Install final drain solution / water feature, etc. S field.
48. 2012 Clean culvert draining pond, assuming it needs it, maybe hire someone to dig drainage
ditch from there on back through whole pond to drain and dry it for real work. Find water
sources and create small pond / ponds where they enter while the major work is under way.
49. 2013 Heating / cooling
50. 2013 Parking pads, landscape along road
51. 2013 Continue pond of finish pond
52. 2014 Attic rehab, foam roof between rafters
53. 2015 Nail base insulation on roof, new roofs and flashings. Assuming roof / flashings will
last that long, might need to move this up.
54. 2016 Major window fix up or new windows.

